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Hello again Guzzi folks,
I think we can safely say that the 2018 riding season is
behind us now, so maybe it's time to look back on what
we did in 2018 and look forward to what we want to
do in 2019.
As usual, the season got off to its real start with the
New Cumberland Rally in West Virginia. The first time I went to this
rally was in 1992, so I was a relative newcomer compared to some, and
it was sad to know that this year's rally was going to be the last. On the
other hand, from what was said at the rally, it seems that someone is
going to try to have an event somewhere not too far away, on the same
Memorial Day weekend, so it will be interesting to see what happens.
Our Clear Lake Cottages/Rideau Lakes ride was the next event, and
although attendance was down a little from last year, everyone had a
great time riding some really good roads and enjoying each other's
company around the fire in the evening. The question has only recently
been asked as to whether we are going to do it again in 2019, so it would
be interesting to see how many of you are interested. I haven't talked to
the Cottage owners yet, but for the last two years the cost has been
around $150 for two nights accommodation, a great Saturday evening
steak dinner and lots of fun. So if anyone wants to do it again, or for
the first time, please let me know and I'll see what can be arranged.
The next event was the Western New York rally at Westfield, on the
shores of Lake Erie. Another great, fun event as usual, but, as I
mentioned in my last column, this was to be my last camping event of
the year owing to trouble with my joints, which I really hope can be
fixed in time for the next season, but it seems to be taking a long time.
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My knee trouble doesn't affect my riding however, and I made it up to
our Lavigne rally with no problems. I did promise in my last column
that there would be a report in this newsletter edition, but
unfortunately it seems that there were no photographs taken this year,
so I'm hoping that a few words here will do. Attendance was down a bit
from last year, probably because of the lousy weather forecast which
means we didn't get to go on our planned Saturday ride. This was a
pity, because Guy hasn't been able to spend much time with us at the
last two rallies because of the music festival commitments, but with that
not happening this year he was going to lead us on this ride. Although
attendance was down and the weather was not good, everyone said they
had a good time and I think Paolo, and maybe a few others, were glad of
the chance to catch up on their sleep! Long distance guy award went to
Marek Strzelbicki who toured the Gaspe on his way to the rally. Long
distance gal was the better half of my old friends Tom and Deb Kelly
from Spring Green Wisconsin, and the Best Hard Luck Story went to
Janusz who was riding with Marek when he broke his ankle somewhere
in Quebec (not while riding) and couldn't make it to the rally. We had a
special "Young at Heart" award for Randy and Louise Peterson from
Honor Michigan. I'm not generally in favour of age awards at rallies,
but between them Randy and Louise are getting very close to 160 years
of experience. They are great people and I felt they should get some sort
of recognition. Percy Adler got the People's Choice award for his
beautifully restored 850T.
The Adirondacks rally, the Ohio, the Michigan and the Kentucky rallies
all went off very well apparently, though I couldn't get to any of them.
I'm hoping next year will be a lot different for me.
My knee troubles prevented me from camping, but not from riding my
bike, so I did manage to go on a nice little jaunt with three of my friends
from North Carolina. I don't need to say anything further here as there
is a lengthy trip report in the following pages.
As for 2019, I'm hoping to get in a lot more rally visits and at the
moment I have a trip out to see Shaun in BC in the planning stages. I'm
thinking of more or less a repeat of the route Shaun and I took to get
out there last year with a couple more twisty roads thrown in.
As for the oil leak in my V7, the one that's been evident since I first
bought the bike, it appears that porous castings are an inherent
problem with Moto Guzzi. Bearing this in mind, maybe Piaggio think
that a new engine is not a 100% sure fix, so they are insisting that J&R
rebuild my engine ensuring that the stud thread, from which the oil is
leaking, is well sealed with an approved Loctite product. They also say
that they will consider extending the warranty providing we are all
confident that the engine is initially leak-free. Hopefully this will solve
the problem. If I can return from Vancouver Island with a leak-free
engine, I should be pretty confident that the problem is behind us.

ONTARIO GUZZI DEALERS
FRED KOLMAN'S
WHEELSPORT LTD.
1390 Youville Dr.
Orleans, ON K1C 2X8
PHONE (613) 841-9400
www.wheelsport.ca

TWO WHEEL MOTORSPORT
5624 Hwy 6
Guelph, ON N1H 6J2
PHONE (519) 836-1957
www.twowheelmotorsport.ca

MOTO GUZZI STAYNER
8166 ON-26
Stayner, ON L0M 1S0
PHONE (705) 429-3822
www.jandrcycle.ca

MOTO GUZZI OF SUDBURY
2083 Armstrong Street
Sudbury, ON P3E 4W2
PHONE (705) 586-8377
www.vespaofsudbury.com

CORSA MECCANICA INC.
34 Futurity Gate, Unit #1
Vaughan, ON L4K 1S6
PHONE (905) 760-9933
www.corsameccanica.com

I hope you all have a wonderful Christmas and New Year and I look
forward to seeing you all again in 2019.
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TRICANA MONDEGO
MOTO GUZZI V65
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Today we are visiting Jonathan’s workshop to reveal his
latest Moto Guzzi based Cafe Racer build
the “Mondego”, named after the river that runs
through his hometown of Coimbra. Based on the
garishly ugly (opinions may vary) Moto Guzzi V65
Lario, Jonathan has done an impressive job and
converting the Guzzi into a rolling work of art.
This ’89 Moto Guzzi V65 Lario donor bike was
discovered in a cellar. As the story goes it had stopped
running 10 years earlier and was left abandoned in the
darkness. The new owner brought the bike to Jonathan
at Tricana where it was decided that the bike would be
a solid base for a Café Racer project.
“The modifications are endless. The idea was to create a
bike that looks light and ready to race, aggressive with a
hint of elegance. I wanted to make a pure café racer with
big drum brakes, instead of the original 16” alloy rims
with brake discs.”
To achieve his “pure Cafe Racer” look Jonathan
swapped out the stock wheels for a pair of Akron
Morrad rims, 19 inches at the front 18 in the rear and
wrapped in Michelin Pilot Active rubber. A redesigned
custom made linkage allowed the fitment of a 70’s
Guzzi drum on the rear and a vintage Triumph hub
with its drum brake was laced to the front.
The bikes suspension has received a serious upgrade
with a pair of Bitubo shocks in the rear held in place by
repositioned upper mounts. The front forks were then
modified to level out the stance of the bike after the
change in suspension and wheel dimensions. The 650cc
powerplant retains it’s stock internals but a pair of free
flowing filters and rejetted carbs combined with
titanium Akrapovic exhausts beef up the power figures.
Jonathan’s most proud of the work he did to create the
bikes unique bodywork and as you can imagine the
one-off fuel tank and seat took the longest to complete.
Constructed using 2 layers of fiberglass and one of
carbon fibre it’s lightweight and beautiful.
The Mondego has been finished in a classic racing green
and gold paint scheme with a section of clear coat in the
tail to show off Jonathan’s carbon fibre work. Tan
leather on the saddle and brass highlights on the engine
and wheels then tie the whole package together
perfectly.
The Mondego boasts an interesting mix of old and new
components. On paper you wouldn’t expect them to all
work together but it seems that Tricana Motorcycles is
more than capable of proving they can.
(article by Geoff Baldwin)
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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THE GREAT 2018 BEER, BOURBON AND BLUES TOUR by Phil Tunbridge
The concept of the Great 2018 Beer,
Bourbon and Blues tour began quite
innocently when I was spending
Christmas 2017 with my friends
Dave and Pixie Parker in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Pennsylvania and Kentucky, used to float their goods
on rafts down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers to
markets in Natchez. There, they sold their products,
and the rafts, and made their way on foot back up the
Natchez Trace, which ends in Nashville. The journey
was over 400 miles and could take up to a month and
the Trace eventually became quite a beaten path.

Dave was talking about riding the Natchez Trace
Parkway and as the evening went on, listening to some
good blues music, we realized that if we were to ride the
Trace, we could also include Muscle Shoals, home of
the famous Muscle Shoals Sound recording studios and
end up in Clarksdale, Mississippi, birthplace of the
Delta Blues, and, whilst we were about it, why not visit
Fat Mama's Tamales in Natchez? More beers and
further into the evening, we made a phone call and
enrolled Bruce Joba into the scheme and before we
knew it, Mark Tenney was involved and we had a plan.

Since the 1950s, Fame Studios in Muscle Shoals, on the
Tennessee river, has been recording popular music and,
with the Muscle Shoals Sound studios since 1969,
almost everyone who was anyone in the music business
has recorded there, from the Rolling Stones, to Paul
Simon, and just about everyone in between.
The Mississippi Delta is a long way from the mouth of
the river, but is in fact an alluvial plain, between the
Mississippi and Yazoo rivers, and extends pretty much
from Memphis in the North, to Vicksburg in the
South. The soil is very fertile, which gave rise to the
cotton plantations and the blues music of the

OK, some background. Around two hundred years ago,
people known as the Kaintucks, from Ohio,

L to R that's Mark, Dave, Bruce and yours truly at Champy's.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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sharecroppers. Clarksdale is more or less in the middle
of the delta and became the home of the Mississippi
Delta Blues, which gave birth to much of the popular
music that we know today. Robert Johnson is famous
for supposedly making a deal with the Devil at the
crossroads of highways 49 and 61, just outside the
town. The saying goes that he sold his soul to the devil
so that he could play the guitar and achieve fame. He
died under mysterious circumstances at the age of 27,
supposedly due to being poisoned by a jealous husband.
Some people, Eric Clapton among them, say that
Johnson was the most important blues singer of all.
So much for the background, now for the plan. The
group consisted of Dave on his 1997 BMW 1100 LT
(which according to Dave stands for Light Truck),
Mark Tenney, North Carolina MGNOC rep. on his
BMW F800 (he says that riding this late in the season
he wanted more protection than his Griso could offer)
myself on my leaky 2017 Guzzi Stone and our fearless
leader and navigator, Bruce on a 650 V Strom. Bruce
devised a route that would take us to the stops
mentioned previously then head to the brewery that
brews his favorite beer, then stopping at the Barber
Vintage Motorsports Museum before heading home.
So, on Wednesday the 26th of September I was heading
down to Winston-Salem on my trusty V7 Stone.
Before I got to the border it seems that a nasty storm
had rolled through and the roads were wet. The people
at the border seemed quite sympathetic, thinking that I
had been riding in the rain, I didn't tell them otherwise,
just thankful not to get any hassles. Actually, I usually
don't have any trouble crossing, but every three months
or so I have to stop and renew my visa waiver as I am
not yet a Canadian citizen. I prepare myself in the
line-up so that when I get to the gate I shut off the
engine, remove my helmet and earplugs and hand them
my passport. This shows them that you are not in a
hurry and are prepared to play by their rules and being
friendly and polite has always seen me through with no
hassles. Clear of the border, I headed down the 219
with the object of making it to Somerset, Pennsylvania
for the night. The roads were wet pretty much all the
way, but it was only actually raining for a for few
minutes, and when I got to Somerset after 640 km, it
was only my feet that were wet. I took free newspaper
from the motel desk which I stuffed my boots, and in
the morning they were pretty dry when I resumed my
ride.

became clear that the weather was probably going to
turn wet before long, so I decided to just follow the
GPS, as it was promising to get me to Winston by mid
afternoon. The GPS took me across to the I79, which I
know very well from previous trips. It's not very
exciting, but it's quick, so I just gritted my teeth and
went along. Somewhere in West Virginia it started
raining, not really a surprise, and I turned on the grip
and jacket heaters to keep out the cold. Previously I had
found out that the output of the V7 charging system is
not enough to keep both the jacket and grips going for
very long, so I installed an LED battery monitor to keep
tabs on how my battery was doing. In effect, it's a digital
voltmeter and by turning the jacket on and off I was
able to maintain a good charge in the battery, but by the
time I arrived at Dave's I was pretty much soaked
through. I was not too happy; having just bought a new
Olympia jacket and trousers, I was expecting a little
better performance.
A day's downtime in Winston-Salem gave my boots
and clothes a chance to dry out and myself a chance to
re-acquaint myself with some of W-S's finer
establishments like the Foothills Brewery. Saturday
morning we were joined by Mark, riding over from
Chapel Hill. We set off for Bruce's place in

The idea had been to follow the 219 and 220 all the way
to Winston, but after a short way down the 219, it
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Hendersonville. Unfortunately, there's no route that
really makes any sense apart from Interstate 40, but for
a reasonable distance we were able to find a back roads
route, through Lake Lure, Chimney Rock and Bat
Cave, away from the
interstate, but not the
tourists.
After spending the night at
Bruce's all four of us
headed out on Sunday
morning on our way to
Muscle Shoals, Alabama.
Bruce had devised a route
that kept us off the
interstate and on
backroads all the way
across the Blue Ridge
Mountains. It was to be
our longest day of travel,
but at 390 miles it wasn't
too taxing. After booking
into the Key West Inn in
Tuscumbia, just outside
Muscle Shoals, Mark
zoomed off on a quest to
find some beer while the
rest of us unloaded our
bikes and got a little more
comfortable. That evening
we ate at Champy's
Famous Fried Chicken
before retiring to the
motel, the beer and
pleasant conversation with
a lady truck driver.

good restaurant for breakfast in Cherokee, just before
we started down the Natchez Trace. This time, we only
rode about 70 miles on the Trace, but we did stop at
the Pharr Mounds, an ancient Indian burial site to have
a look see.

Delta Blues Museum

Red's Lounge

The Trace is similar to the
Blue Ridge Parkway in
that it runs for a lot of it's
distance in National Park
and is closed to
commercial traffic. It's not
as twisty as the BRP, but
the speed limit is higher
and it's a very pleasant,
relaxing ride. Just before
we got off the Trace for
this day, we stopped at the
Visitor's centre and
watched a short,
interesting film about the
history of the road.
We got off the Trace just
west of Tupelo. MS, and
rode secondary roads all
the way to Clarksdale. It
was a very relaxing ride,
but less than 200 miles
total, so we arrived in time
for lunch at Yazoo Pass, a
little more upscale than we
were expecting, but the
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato
and Avocado sandwich
was really very good!

We next stopped at the
The following morning,
Delta Blues Museum, in
Monday, I was all for
the old Clarksdale rail
waiting for the Muscle
station.
Shoals Sound recording
We chatted with the
studios to open to go for a
museum curator, asking
tour, but the vote was
about were we could hear
against me, so we set off for
some live blues that
Clarksdale, again Bruce
evening. It seems that
leading, or should I say
Monday evening is pretty
following his GPS.
dead in Clarksdale, but she
Unfortunately, and not for
advised us to go and chat
the last time on this trip,
with Red, at Red's Lounge.
Mr. Garmin and Bruce
Shack Up Inn
had different ideas about
Red has been running this
where we should go, but we managed to find a perfectly juke joint for 45 years, and I'm not sure that the pig
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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roaster out front has moved during that time. The
inside doesn't look much better than the outside, but
Red is a real character and has seen most of the old
blues legends play in his bar. Unfortunately, there was
not going to be anything happening there that evening,
so after one beer with Red, we headed to our digs for
the night, the Shack-Up Inn.

Sufficiently fortified, we headed south at a leisurely
pace, enjoying the scenery and stopping at the
occasional tourist turnout so that the smokers in the
group could feed their habit. We did encounter a light
shower at one point, but as the thermometer on my
bike had been registering around 37° C for a couple of
days now, no-one minded, in fact it was quite a relief.
The Trace meanders through farmland, forests and
meadows for quite a distance, but the scenery changes
when it runs alongside the Pearl River, and eventually
the large Ross R Barnett Reservoir. Upon reaching
Natchez, we booked into the Vue Hotel, where our
rooms had a nice vue of the mighty Mississipi.

If you think Red's looks a little rundown, check out this
place!
The main building used to be an old cotton gin, and
behind it are about a dozen old sharecropper's shacks,
transplanted and renovated inside, as is the old gin
building, to provide all the required modern amenities
inside, but dripping with "character" outside. They have
a bar with a stage for live music, but unfortunately there
is no restaurant there at the present time and no music
that evening. The place is very popular with tourists
looking for a genuine "blues experience" and because
there were four of us, we were booked into Bill's House,
actually, a large barn that the Inn's owner lived in while
he was getting the place set up and running.

That evening, we had a difference of opinion about
where to eat. Three of us wanted to go to the famous
Fat Mama's Tamales, but Bruce wanted to go to the
Magnolia Grill, so we went our separate ways and
everybody was happy with their choice. We even met
Fat Mama! Actually, her name is Barbara, she's not fat,
and now she is just a figurehead. She used to be a
waitress, and was chosen as "The Face" of the restaurant,
but now she just comes in occasionally and talks to the
customers.

With no live music within walking distance, and no
cabs available, we stayed at the Shack-Up Inn, ordered a
pizza and demolished a bottle of Rebel Yell bourbon
while listening to some pre-recorded blues.

We retired to our hotel room and heard about Bruce's
meal at the Magnolia Grill, then engaged in more bench
racing accompanied by - you guessed it - beer and
bourbon!

The next morning we were awoken by the sound of a
very low-flying aeroplane that turned out to be a crop
duster, spraying the surrounding cotton fields. We had
a quick breakfast of toasted bagels and coffee in the Inn
lobby and after a quick photo-stop at The Crossroads,
we set off to cover the rest of the Trace heading down
to Natchez.

The next day was spent satisfying one of Bruce's desires.
For some time now, his favorite beer has been Abita
Springs Amber and he's been looking for an excuse to
visit the brewery (Don't look for it in the Beer Store or
the LCBO, it's brewed in southern Louisiana and only
available in a few local States)

The idea was to hit the Trace at French Camp and head
south from there, but Mr. Garmin had other ideas and
by the time we found French Camp we were looking
forward to the second breakfast, that Dave reminded
us, all good Hobbits have.

It was about 160 miles from Natchez to the brewery,
where we had a few small samples of various products
before heading to an associated pub in downtown Abita
Springs for lunch.

Fat Mama’s
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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The Gang at the Crossroads
From Abita Springs we headed to Meridian, MS where
we were booked into the LaQuinta Inn.
Unfortunately, there are no real restaurants near the
LaQuinta, so we ate supper in the Waffle House next
door. The first time I've been in a Waffle House, and
while it's not exactly fine dining, it was relatively cheap
and filled a need. The local gas station provided a six
pack and that saw us through the evening as we also
finished off the bourbon from Natchez. You may see a
pattern starting to develop here. It's funny, whenever I
visit my friends down south, they always ply me with
booze, then say "We don't drink like this when you're
not here." I wonder what they think I'm like at home.....

of 1500 somewhere. Not sure if that means on display
at any one time, but there is a large storage area and the
bikes are rotated from time to time. There are a large
number of beautiful Guzzis there.
Definitely sensory overload. Bruce has been there many
times and even he says that every time he goes there he
sees something he hadn't noticed before.
After Barber we headed for Dalton, GA, and the
Comfort Inn and Suites. Altogether we rode 330 miles
that day, but the last few miles were on some really
great motorcycling roads. I've always heard that there
are some great roads in Georgia, but I've never done
much riding there. Bruce doesn't live too far from the
Georgia border, so I guess I should go and spend more
time with him. He's always saying come back any time,
maybe I should take him up on it. So many roads, so
little time.....

Next day we headed north to the Barber Vintage
Motorsports Museum, just outside Birmingham, AL.
If you've never been to this place, you really owe it to
yourself, it's fantastic. Actually, we were there on the
Thursday before the Vintage Race Days weekend, so we
could see some of the practice sessions from the
museum and even ran into a couple of Moto Guzzi
people who have been to a few of our rallies. The
weekend draws many people for the races, but we were
only there to look around the museum. This is the
second time that I've been, Bruce has been many times
and Mark has been before, but Dave was a virgin, so it
was an incredible experience for him.

It was to be our last night together as a foursome, and
luckily there was a Red Lobster within walking
distance, so we splashed out for the evening and had a
sumptuous final meal.
Again, that evening, a bottle of bourbon appeared from
somewhere, darned if I can remember where, and there
was probably some beer in there as well....
The next morning we headed first for Bruce's house in
Hendersonville, via more great twisty roads, then after a
quick lunch, Dave, Mark and myself made our way to
Winston-Salem where Mark split off for Chapel Hill
and I stayed one more night at Dave's before heading
home, via a good friend's in Rochester New York.

The museum is on about seven different levels and is
mainly motorcycles, although there is quite a large
collection of Lotus cars on the ground floor, and few
other cars in the basement area. The John Surtees
display also has one of his Ferraris. I'm not sure how
many bikes there are altogether, but I heard the figure
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Altogether, a great trip. For me, 3900 miles or 6300
km, good company, mostly good weather, good roads,

The Ontario Guzzi Riders

good bikes and good food, not to mention the beer and
bourbon...
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AYRTON SENNA
TRIBUTE BIKE

WalzWerk Motorcycles owner &
founder Marcus Walz was born in
Heidelberg/Germany in 1967. The
passionate motorcycle racer is building
bikes for living since almost 30 years
now. His experience and knowledge in
the international custom bike &
motorcycle business is almost unparalleled. To date, he
has built more than 600 bikes in a variety of styles in his
career. He has created numerous trends and even
invented with the "Drag Style" a new motorcycle genre.
He was one of the pioneers of the so-called "Germany
Style" abroad at the beginning of the 90s. His bikes
were published in over 1000 magazines & books
worldwide, featured in countless TV-Shows and videos
around the globe. He was the first and to date the only
non-american Bike Builder to win the legendary
TV-Show “American Biker Build-Off” in the USA. In
2009 a book about him was published ("Marcus Walz Hardcore for Life"). Formula 1 drivers and
international Rock Stars are just as much a part of his
customers as many well-known Hollywood celebrities,
but he has always remained on the ground.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

His clear sense for aesthetics and his understanding of
shapes, lines and design and, last but not least, his
unparalleled attention to detail, have made the name
"WALZ" a synonym for high-end handcrafted
motorcycles worldwide
Since many years he is mainly focused on building Cafe
Racer, Scrambler, Roadster and Concept-Bikes, always
brand-independent. Often imitated but never equalled,
he is one of the most iconic and popular bike builder &
motorcycle designer of our time.
Motorcycles built by Marcus Walz enjoy cult status all
over the world and are considered for a reason as a safe
investment.
Today, Marcus runs several restaurants and a hotel in
addition to his company WalzWerk Motorcycles.
"Experience can't be replaced by anything else and you
can’t learn the sense for aesthetics. But exactly this two
major facts are essential to be successful in the Custombike
Business!" - Marcus Walz
CONTACT
Email: info@walzwerk-motorcycles.com
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AUSSIE INVASION: Craig Rodsmith Visits the Moto Guzzi Factory
by Andrew Jones in Classic, Interview
Craig Rodsmith, our favourite Aussie customiser and
all-round bloody talented nice guy took a trip from his
US shop north of Chicago to visit the home of Moto
Guzzi – his manufacturer of choice – in Mandello del
Lario, north of Milan. We spoke to him about his
Guzzi obsessions, what it’s like to work with the
97-year-old factory and how he sees the custom
landscape looking now that manufacturers and
customisers seem so friendly.
What the latest with you?
I’ve been quietly dabbling in another project with the
Haas museum and I’ve also been collaborating on a
pretty cool new build. This time it’s a custom Vincent
build with the son of a man who’s been called ‘a
legendary American builder’.
Can you tell us any more?
It’s basically a hot rodded ’49 Rapide engine with some
serious internals: a 1200cc, 5 speed setup that’s been
stuffed into a Terry Prince frame. They want it to be a
testament to this legend of Vincent performance fame.
OK. I probably shouldn’t say this, but it’s for the late
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

and legendary Vincent builder ‘Big Sid Bibberman’.
They want to call it the “Big Sid Rodsmith Special,”
which is quite flattering, to say the least! Personally I
like the Aussie connection with Phil Irving – the
Vincent‘s engine designer – Terry Prince and little old
me.
It’ll be a combination of old Vincent elegance and brute
strength, with modern amenities such as suspension,
brakes and a shitload of lovely Rizoma parts. I’ve
already told Max Hazan I want to race him on his
recent Harley knucklehead sportsbike.
We hear you’ve been travelling?
I went to Mandello to visit the Guzzi factory in late
June and fell in love with the place. To my amazement,
I have somewhat inspired the brand faithful in the
region, probably because of my shared passion for
Guzzi’s and my latest customs.
My friends, including Fil from Officine Rossopuro,
Ariana Crippa who’s an amazing painter from Lake
Design and Mandello Ricardo Fasoli who’s the mayor,
suggested I come back for the famous Guzzi Open
13
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House celebrations in September, this year’s one being
the 97th annual event.
What is it with you and Guzzis?
I’m not quite sure; it’s just something I think I
inadvertently picked up on before I even went there
and met the people of the area. I mean everyone there
has some sort of connection to Guzzi one way or
another. It’s been like that for generations, so the
passion is unmistakable. I don’t think I’ve ever met
anyone that’s ridden a Guzzi and said they don’t like
them. They’re kinda like the Creedence Clearwater
Revival of motorcycles; everyone has a soft spot for
them!
Also, their racing heritage is undeniable and
unmatched. One of my favourite Guzzi sayings is,
“Going out of business since 1921.” It makes me laugh,
but it also points out their heritage as the world’s
second oldest manufacturer. I think they’ll be around
for a long time yet; the saying might seem a little
mocking, but it just proves their resilience.
“One of my favourite Guzzi sayings is, ‘Going out of
business since 1921.’ ”
Where did you go?
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

I had every intention of traveling all around the place.
For this trip the local dealership ‘Agostinis’, run by
Alberto and Stefano took care of me with a new 1400
Eldorado. But I just couldn’t drag myself away from
Mandello and the Lake Como area and the locals.
Mandello de Lario is a town of about 10,000 people on
the east side of the beautiful Lake Como with some jaw
dropping vistas of the mountains and the lake. My daily
ride along the lake just to get a coffee was bucket list
stuff. And everything and everyone in Mandello has
some sort of story or relationship to Guzzi.
What was the factory like?
The factory is still on the original site and most of the
original buildings are still there including the famed
wind tunnel and test tracks, which are amazing things
in themselves! Now most of the production is done in a
newer building on the same site. Many of the people
who work there have done so for years and often their
families have too. You can tell they take definite pride
in what they do.
Do they have any of the V8 Guzzis there?
Amongst an incredible collection of vintage bikes, race
bikes and prototype engines is the ‘Holy V8’; it’s a
complete bike and next to it is another complete V8
14
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what can be done with their
bikes. I’m hoping to do more
with Guzzi soon.
Manufacturers and customisers
working together; isn’t that like
a punk band working with a
classical orchestra? Aren’t you
guys meant to be on the
opposite side of the same coin?
I think they’ve just worked out
where the coin is, and I’m pretty
sure it’s not with some boring
engineers’ idea of ‘cool’. Maybe
it’s good the bean counters have
worked this out. Now there’s
plenty of cool options between a
stock factory bike and a $30,000
custom bike. There never used
to be.
Is there a chance they will take
over the custom scene?
At the moment I doubt it.
Things could change, but I think
we live in a different era now
with increased information and
accessibility. As much as people
want to dismiss social media as being superficial and
wasting time, it’s giving riders many more choices as to
what they want and what they like, I believe. It’s no
coincidence that cafe racers and social media went
through a big increase in popularity at the same time.
Anyway, as long as there’s bike manufacturers, there’s
gonna be someone who thinks they can do it (or redo)
it better – that’s human nature.
“It’s no coincidence that cafe racers and social media
went through a big increase in popularity at the same
time.”

engine. I think I soiled my undies. Mayor Ricardo’s
friend has an amazing private collection, including
another V8 which he was rebuilding while I was there.
To see a Guzzi V8 dismantled was quite the treat.
The cool thing that you see around the whole area is
how many Guzzi’s of all ages and sizes are still ridden
daily. Like my friend Fabrizio; he still rides his late ’50s
Guzzi 175 cc Galleto to work and it would be nothing
to see an Alce or a Falcone go down the road or parked
outside a cafe.
A manufacturer inviting a custom bike builder to
their factory would have been unheard of 20 years
ago. What’s changed?
I think a lot has changed and in my opinion it’s for the
better. Manufacturers once dictated what we got and
what we’d ‘like’. The motorcycle landscape has changed
to one where the manufacturers are now listening to
builders and customisers and they are being more
adventurous, too. I know this first hand as I was
fortunate enough to be part of the recent Moto Guzzi
V9 build program. It doesn’t mean they’re going to
follow exactly what I do, but they want people to see
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What’s your dream Guzzi project?
I’d love to build another more traditional Guzzi
Dustbin, or a more unusual custom with a focus on top
speed. Actually, I have been toying with the idea of
doing this anyway with an older Guzzi I already have in
conjunction with a previous collaborator. I want it to
be the fastest of its type, ever. Maybe even one for the
record books…
How fast are you planning on going?
Fucken fast.
15
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Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este 2019
celebrates the sound of the most beautiful classics and two anniversaries.
Motorcycle fascination at the Concorso d’Eleganza
Villa d’Este 2019.
BMW Group Classic and the Grand Hotel Villa d’Este
present motorcycle gems from all over the world.
Concorso di Motociclette forms part of the beauty
contest for historic vehicles on the shores of Lake
Como for the ninth time. Four out of five award
categories already defined for classic motorcycles,
additional registrations are welcome.
Owners and fans come together in Cernobbio,
Northern Italy, from 24th to 25th May 2019.
The most beautiful motorcycle classics will once again
attract two-wheeler fans from all over the world to
Cernobbio in Northern Italy between 24th and 26th
May 2019. Once again, a unique collection of elite rare
beauties from different eras of vehicle history will come
together at the Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este 2019
in the parkland of Villa Erba located on the shores of
Lake Como. The Concorso di Motociclette is one of
the spectacular attractions of the event for public
spectators and contributes to the distinguished
character of the show presenting rare classic vehicles.
For the ninth time, it will be a fixed element of the
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

exclusive beauty contest for historic vehicles that will
this year celebrate its 90th anniversary.
This year’s weekend of classics is represented by the
motto “The Symphony of Engines – 90 Years of the
Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este & BMW
Automobiles.” to match this and another anniversary.
As the organisers, BMW Group Classic and the Grand
Hotel Villa d’Este present particularly sensational
automobiles and two-wheeled chart toppers from all
eras of vehicle history: motorcycles which are not only
admirable as exhibition items but are also roadworthy
in almost all cases. They demonstrate this on the Street
Run when the participants parade in convoy on the
Saturday from the parklands of Villa Erba through the
streets of Cernobbio to the grounds of the Grand Hotel
Villa d’Este where all the motorcycles taking part in the
competition are presented to the public on the shores
of Lake Como. On the Sunday, the two-wheelers are
the focus of attention at Villa Erba where they are
presented to thousands of visitors.
In 2019, the Concorso di Motociclette also offers a
fascinating overview of the history of motorised
transport on two wheels. As usual, the Selecting
16
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Committee applies a great deal of care in choosing the
rare gems from all over the world. The motorcycles
permitted to line up on the starting grid here all need to
have an impressive and exclusive history.
The rare gems on two wheels will compete in five award
categories for the favour of the Jury. The Selecting
Committee has already defined four vehicle classes for
the contest:
50 Years Ago – Trendsetters for Future Success
This category harks back to the year 1969, which was a
very special year in motorcycle manufacture. Big-bore
machines with two, three and four cylinders fuelled the
motorcycle boom during the 1960s even further.
Brands like BMW, Honda, BSA, Kawasaki, Laverda,
Moto Guzzi, Norton and Triumph were the key
protagonists at the time.
Promenade Percy – Sportsman’s Wear in the 1950s
In the 1950s, motorcycle racing attracted hundreds of
thousands of fans throughout Europe. Anyone with the
necessary financial means could even have a racing
machine built with a road going license at their local
dealership. Alongside the successful brands produced in
the 1960s, manufacturers like FN, Gilera, Jawa and
Velocette were also popular.

The King’s Guard – Two Wheel Escorts
Emperors, kings, heads of state – were always
accompanied by motorcycle escorts when they came on
a state visit – a ceremony recalled by this competition
class. Manufacturers like BMW, Honda, Kawasaki,
Moto Guzzi and Triumph delivered specialist model
versions with special equipment such as side panniers,
radio equipment, pennant holders, and running boards
instead of footrests.
Concept Bikes & Prototypes
Exceptional motorcycle studies have now become a
tradition at Villa Erba. As in the last two years, there
will also be a dedicated class for the most unusual and
spectacular two-wheeled concepts from motorcycle
manufacturers as well as from independent designers.
The definition of these four vehicle classes opens the
nomination phase for the Concorso di Motociclette
2019. Owners of exceptional historic motorcycles are
invited to apply for a place in the beauty contest –
irrespective of whether or not their vehicle matches one
of the categories already defined. The other categories in
the contest will be announced later.

For online registration, you can go to the official website at http://concorsodeleganzavilladeste.com.

The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Folding camping hammock travels light and sets up without the trees
By C.C. Weiss

One of the many views you can enjoy in a Mock One but, from the looks of it, not a traditional tree hammock

Minneapolis-based startup Republic of Durable Goods
is presenting a more versatile way to hammock with the
Mock One hammock, which takes cues from folding
camp chairs to provide an all-in-one hammock solution
that doesn't require trees.
The multifunctional folding hammock travels
anywhere, sets up with ease and doubles as an overnight
shelter, complete with mosquito mesh and
weatherproof tarp.
Hammocks are one of the more comfortable ways of
relaxing in the outdoors, but they aren't suitable for
everywhere you might want to throw your feet up.
If you're trying to nap to the sound of crashing waves
on the sand of a treeless beach or enjoy fiery red rock
views in a vegetation-free piece of desert, you're out of
luck with a traditional tree-strapped hammock. Heck,
even your back deck likely lacks the supports you need
to string up a regular hammock.
There are other hammock stands for this purpose, but
Republic of Durable Goods is going for a design that's
lighter, simpler, more compact and more integrated.
Combining elements of two campsite staples – the
folding chair and the tent – the Mock One uses
collapsible, multi-segment poles within a folding frame.
The long support legs let the Mock One stretch 66 in
(167 cm) from hammock end to hammock end while
maintaining a compact 36 x 24-in (91 x 61-cm)
footprint, meaning you can pitch it on small surfaces
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

you wouldn't even try with other folding hammocks. A
set of oversized feet help to keep you balanced.
The nylon hammock hovers 18 in (46 cm) off the
ground and never needs to touch the dirt below.
Republic of Durable Goods lists a 250-lb (113.4-kg)
weight capacity and says the fabric will fit people up to
6 ft 5 in (2 m) comfortably.
You can enjoy floating on the Mock One in the open
fresh air, but there's also the option to turn it into a
partial or full-blown outdoor shelter.
It comes standard with a removable sunshade, and
Republic of Durable Goods also offers a mosquito net,
weatherproof tarp with guy lines, under quilt, top quilt
and pillow, allowing owners to build it right up into a
fully functioning hammock tent.
When it's time to move, the 16-lb (7.3-kg) Mock One
packs into a 35 x 9 x 12-in (89 x 23 x 30-cm) package
that carries in a bag attached to the frame. The bag has
shoulder straps, making it easier to carry to your
destination.
Current Kickstarter pledge levels start at $150 for just
the Mock One folding hammock with sunshade and
carry bag, and run to $240 for the full package with
mosquito net, tarp, quilts and pillow.
There's also an in-between package for $180. If things
keep moving smoothly, deliveries will get started in
December.
Source: Republic of Durable Goods
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Feher ACH-1: Air-conditioned helmet cools biker heads
By Loz Blain

Feher Helmets: cooling the head
can make a big difference to how
your whole body feels on a long,
hot ride(Credit: Feher Helmets)

Source: Feher Helmets

Steve Feher wants to cool motorcyclists' heads, using
the same technology he invented to cool drivers' butts.
The Feher helmet is the world's first fully integrated air
conditioned motorcycle helmet, and it claims to keep
your head 10-15 degrees cooler than the outside world.
Cooling the noggin is one of the best ways to refresh
yourself on a hot day – and bikers know all too well
how hot and sweaty it can get on the road during
summer, particularly if you're dressing for the slide
more than the ride.
I fondly remember one scorching road trip with an
overheating fiancee, during which we had to dunk my
spare undies in water and tuck them into the neck of
her jacket as she rode to keep her from boiling over. But
Steve Feher thinks there's an even better technology
out there, and he's started up a helmet company to
prove it.
Feher invented the miniature air conditioning units
used to cool the seats in Rolls-Royce, Bentley, Ferrari,
Lexus and GM cars, and now he's stuck one in the back
of a helmet to cool your head.
There are no vents on a Feher lid. Much like car air-con
systems, they work better when the outside air is kept
out. A small thermoelectric pump at the back of the lid
cools and dehumidifies air before pushing it out across
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

the top of your dome. It's designed such that it's not a
distracting or forceful feeling – "no ice cream
headache," as Feher puts it – rather just a cooler
environment for your head to be in that helps your
whole body feel fresher.
It also helps dry the air inside the helmet, giving a
potential de-misting effect that could make this lid
useful on cold days as well.
The cooling unit itself is bulky, and makes for a chunky
badonkadonk at the back of the helmet – but it's not
heavy. Feher is claiming as light as 1450 g (3.2 lbs) for
the whole lid. That's as light as my carbon fiber AGV
SportModular, which is impressively light itself.
Part of how Feher has kept the lid light is by offloading
battery duties to the 12-volt battery on the bike. The
helmet comes with a curly cord and wiring harness to
plug directly into the bike's battery. It makes sense –
the power draw of an A/C system is not insignificant,
so the helmet would need a pretty beefy battery to keep
it going all day.
Pricing is a pleasant surprise – not as bad as you'd
expect at US$549, and it comes in sizes from XS to
2XL.
We've got no idea how well it works, but we're
interested.
19
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Festive Quiz
7) Which of the following was banned in New York
in 1933?
a. Eating more than 12 pumpkin pies
b. Dancing for more than eight hours
c. Drinking more than three bottles of egg-nog
1) When was
the word “party” first
used to describe a “gathering for
social pleasure”?
a. 1637
b. 1805
c. 1552

8) What’s the origin of the hand jive dance?
a. It was first tried at a club which was too small for
proper dancing
b. It was originally a sign language for smugglers
c. It was invented by a man who had no legs
9) How does Prince Hans-Adam II of Liechtenstein
give his people a treat every year?
a. An acapella version of the national anthem is
sung live on every TV channel
b. By sending them all a hand-drawn card saying
‘Long Live Liechtensteiners!’
c. By inviting each resident to a party at his house

2) Why do photocopier companies
report a 25% increase in emergency
call-outs in the Christmas fortnight?
a. High demand for copies of
year-end results
b. Printing of carol sheets and party
invitations
c. Broken glass tops or jams caused by
people trying to photocopy their
body parts.

10) The longest hangover in medical literature lasted
for four weeks. Who suffered it?
a. An 18-year-old politics student from Newcastle
b. A 37-year-old Glaswegian man
c. An 88-year-old nun from St Mary’s Convent,
Stroud

3) If you were described as deipnophobic, what
would you fear?
a. Loud repetitive music
b. Dinner party conversations
c. Parlour games

11) How much does the internet weigh?
a. As much as three 16lb turkeys
b. The same as a Christmas pudding
c. About the same as a strawberry

4) When a Navajo baby first laughs, a party is
thrown. Who pays?
a. The person who made them laugh
b. The person after whom the child is named
c. The parents, although the child must pay the
money back when he begins earning.

12) In the 19th Century, what were “bags of
mystery”?
a. Christmas stockings
b. Sausages
c. Hot-air balloons

5) What was the Whipple Tickle?
a. A Fifties dance craze
b. The ostrich feather on a British ambassador’s hat
c. An early name for the G-Spot.

13) What was Red Bull originally called?
a. Red Water Buffalo
b. Red Squirrel
c. Red Rum

6) Which Christmas party dance was banned in
Cuba in the early Thirties?
a. The Conga
b. The Hokey Cokey
c. The Birdie Song

14) Of which product do Britons eat 97 per cent of
the world’s supply?
a. Marmite
b. Baked beans
c. Chicken tikka masala
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15) What do Peruvians eat 60 million of a year?
a. Guinea pigs
b. McDonald’s meals
c. Mars bars

c. Mr Ed the talking horse
24) The film Jaws was based on a novel by Peter
Benchley. What did his novelist father Nathaniel
suggest as the original title?
a. Great White!
b. Shark v Man
c. What’s That Noshin’ On Ma Leg?

16) Why were potatoes illegal in France between
1748 and 1772?
a. Marie Antoinette ruled that only royalty could
eat them
b. They were thought to be poisonous
c. They were associated with the devil

25) Which unlikely figure sang for the Queen as a
child in 1955?
a. Keith Richards
b. Sting
c. Ozzy Osbourne

17) What do Tour de France riders need to eat the
equivalent of every day?
a. 20 portions of fries
b. 27 cheeseburgers
c. 34 milkshakes

26) What did Queen Victoria and Barbara Windsor
have in common with Joan of Arc?
a. They were all the same height
b. They were all born on New Year’s Day
c. They were all allergic to carrots

18) When eating Jelly Babies, almost eight out of ten
people do what?
a. Eat them whole
b. Leave the blackcurrant ones to last
c. Bite off the heads first

27) Where could you find 100 Wayne Rooneys?
a. At the annual Wayne Rooney Convention in
Liverpool
b. In a bag of the new ‘Wayne Rooney’ variety of
potatoes
c. Down the pub

19) What was Bovril originally called?
a. Johnston’s Beef Juice
b. Johnston’s Health Fluid
c. Johnston’s Fluid Beef
20) What does the word ‘doner’ in ‘doner kebab’
mean?
a. Rotating
b. Revolting
c. Horse meat

28) In the Fifties the Hollywood heart-throb Robert
Mitchum once arrived at a fancy-dress party as a
hamburger. What was he wearing?
a. Two large, specially baked buns
b. Nothing except for ketchup on his private parts
c. A sailor’s cap and lederhosen

21) How have they stopped pigeons perching on
Winston Churchill’s statue in Parliament Square?
a. By electrifying it
b. By hiring the Master of the Queen’s Hawks
c. By putting up a sign saying, ‘NO PERCHING’

29) What did Queen Elizabeth I drink for breakfast?
a. A cup of Earl Grey tea, which her friend Earl
Grey had just invented
b. A glass of water from the Thames
c. Two pints of beer

22) What did Sir Arthur Conan Doyle introduce to
Switzerland in 1893?
a. The propelling pencil
b. Skiing
c. Swiss rolls

30) Which of the following was once sold on eBay
for $514?
a. Banana peel dropped by Lady Gaga, pictured
above
b. Jennifer Lopez’s used tissue
c. Britney Spears’s chewing gum

23) Which celebrity animal did John Wayne once
win in a game of poker?
a. Skippy the bush kangaroo
b. Lassie the dog
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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ONIONS & CHRISTMAS TREES
A family is at the dinner table. The son asks his father, “Dad, how many kinds of boobs are there”?
The father, surprised, answers, “Well, son, there are three kinds of Boobs: In her 20's, a woman's are like melons,
round and firm. In her 30's to 40's, they are like pears, still nice but hanging a bit. After 50, they are like onions”.
“Onions?” said the son, and the father to reply “Yes, you see them and they make you cry.”
This infuriated his wife and daughter so the daughter said “Mum, how many kinds of 'willies' are there?”
The mother, surprised, smiles and answers, “Well dear, a man goes through three phases: In his 20's, his willy is like
an oak tree, mighty and hard. In his 30's and 40's, it is like a birch, flexible but reliable. After his 50's, it is like a
Christmas Tree.”
“A Christmas tree?” said the daughter, and the mother to reply “Yes - the root's dead and the balls are just for
decoration.”
CHRISTMAS QUOTES
Last year, I asked Santa for the sexiest person in the world for Christmas. I woke up in a box!
Ellen Degeneres
Let me see if I’ve got this Santa business straight. You say he wears a beard, has no discernible source of income and
flies to cities all over the world under the cover of darkness? You sure this guy isn’t laundering illegal drug money?
Tom Armstrong
Christmas at my house is always at least six or seven times more pleasant than anywhere else. We start drinking
early. And while everyone else is seeing only one Santa Claus, we’ll be seeing six or seven.
W.C. Fields
CHRISTMAS JOKES
'I once bought my kids a set of batteries for Christmas with a note on it saying, toys not included.'
Bernard Manning
'I stopped believing in Santa Claus when I was six. Mother took me to see him in a department store and he asked
for my autograph.'
Shirley Temple
'Let me see if I've got this Santa business straight. You say he wears a beard, has no discernible source of income and
flies to cities all over the world under cover of darkness? You sure this guy isn't laundering illegal drug money?'
Tom Armstrong
'Santa Claus has the right idea. Visit people once a year.'
Victor Borge
'Santa Claus wears a Red Suit, He must be a communist. And a beard and long hair, Must be a pacifist. What's in
that pipe that he's smoking?'
Arlo Guthrie
Why is Christmas just like a day at the office?
You do all the work and the fat guy with the suit gets all the credit.
Anonymous
You know you're getting old, when Santa starts looking younger.
Robert Paul
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Is there a Santa Claus? - a physicist view
Consider the following:

• The payload on the sleigh adds another interesting
element. Assuming that each child gets nothing more
than a medium-sized lego set (2 pounds), the sleigh is
carrying 321,300 tons, not counting Santa, who is
invariably described as overweight. On land,
conventional reindeer can pull no more than 300
pounds. Even granting that ‘flying reindeer’ (see point
#1) could pull TEN TIMES the normal amount, we
cannot do the job with eight, or even nine. We need
214,200 reindeer. This increases the payload - not
even counting the weight of the sleigh - to 353,430
tons. Again, for comparison - this is four times the
weight of the Queen Elizabeth.

• No known species of reindeer can fly. BUT there are
300,000 species of living organisms yet to be
classified, and while most of these are insects and
germs, this does not COMPLETELY rule out flying
reindeer which only Santa has ever seen.
• There are 2 billion children (persons under 18) in the
world. BUT since Santa doesn’t (appear) to handle
the Muslim, Hindu, Jewish and Buddhist children,
that reduces the workload to 15% of the total - 378
million according to Population Reference Bureau.
At an average (census) rate of 3.5 children per
household, that’s 91.8 million homes. One presumes
there’s at least one good child in each.

• 353,000 tons traveling at 650 miles per second creates
enormous air resistance - this will heat the reindeer
up in the same fashion as spacecraft re-entering the
earth’s atmosphere. The lead pair of reindeer will
absorb 14.3 QUINTILLION joules of energy per
second. Each. In short, they will burst into flame
almost instantaneously, exposing the reindeer behind
them, and create deafening sonic booms in their
wake. The entire reindeer team will be vaporized
within 4.26 thousandths of a second. Santa,
meanwhile, will be subjected to centrifugal forces
17,500.06 times greater than gravity. A 250-pound
Santa (which seems ludicrously slim) would be
pinned to the back of his sleigh by 4,315,015 pounds
of force.

• Santa has 31 hours of Christmas to work with, thanks
to the different time zones and the rotation of the
earth, assuming he travels east to west (which seems
logical). This works out to 822.6 visits per second.
This is to say that for each Christian household with
good children, Santa has 1/1000th of a second to
park, hop out of the sleigh, jump down the chimney,
fill the stockings, distribute the remaining presents
under the tree, eat whatever snacks have been left, get
back up the chimney, get back into the sleigh and
move on to the next house. Assuming that each of
these 91.8 million stops are evenly distributed around
the earth (which, of course, we know to be false but
for the purposes of our calculations we will accept),
we are now talking about .78 miles per household, a
total trip of 75-1/2 million miles, not counting stops
to do what most of us must do at least once every 31
hours, plus feeding and etc. This means that Santa’s
sleigh is moving at 650 miles per second, 3,000 times
the speed of sound. For purposes of comparison, the
fastest man- made vehicle on earth, the Ulysses space
probe, moves at a poky 27.4 miles per second - a
conventional reindeer can run, tops, 15 miles per
hour.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

In conclusion…
If Santa ever DID deliver presents on Christmas Eve,
he’s dead now.
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Politically Correct Xmas Night
No baseball, no football...someone could get hurt;
Besides, playing sports exposed kids to dirt.
Dolls were said to be sexist, and should be passe;
And Nintendo would rot your entire brain away.
So Santa just stood there, disheveled, perplexed;
He just could not figure out what to do next.

'Twas the night before Christmas and Santa's a wreck...
How to live in a world that's politically correct?
His workers no longer would answer to "Elves".
"Vertically Challenged" they were calling themselves.
And labor conditions at the North Pole
were alleged by the union to stifle the soul.

He tried to be merry, tried to be gay,
But you've got to be careful with that word today.
His sack was quite empty, limp to the ground;
Nothing fully acceptable was to be found.
Something special was needed, a gift that he might
Give to all without angering the left or the right.

Four reindeer had vanished, without much propriety,
Released to the wilds by the Humane Society.
And equal employment had made it quite clear
That Santa had better not use just reindeer.
So Dancer and Donner, Comet and Cupid
Were replaced with 4 pigs and you know that looked stupid!
The runners had been removed from his sleigh;
The ruts were termed dangerous by the E.P.A.
And people had started to call for the cops
When they heard sled noises on their rooftops.
2nd hand smoke from his pipe had his workers quite frightened.
His fur trimmed red suit was called "Unenlightened."
And to show you the strangeness of life's ebbs and flows,
Rudolf was suing over unauthorized use of his nose
And had gone on Geraldo, in front of the nation,
Demanding millions in over-due compensation.
So, half of the reindeer were gone; and his wife,
Who suddenly said she'd enough of this life,

Xmas Consequences
Twas the month after Christmas and all through the house
Nothing would fit me, not even a blouse.
The cookies I'd nibbled, the eggnog I'd taste.
All the holiday parties had gone to my waist.
When I got on the scales there arose such a number!
When I walked to the store (less a walk than a lumber).
I'd remember the marvelous meals I'd prepared;
The gravies and sauces and beef nicely rared,
The wine and the rum balls, the bread and the cheese
And the way I'd never said, "No thank you, please."
As I dressed myself in my husband's old shirt
And prepared once again to do battle with dirt--I said to myself, as I only can
"You can't spend a winter disguised as a man!"
So--away with the last of the sour cream dip,
Get rid of the fruit cake, every cracker and chip
Every last bit of food that I like must be banished
Till all the additional ounces have vanished.
I won't have a cookie--not even a lick.
I'll want only to chew on a long celery stick.
I won't have hot biscuits, or corn bread, or pie,
I'll munch on a carrot and quietly cry.
I'm hungry, I'm lonesome, and life is a bore--But isn't that what January is for?
Unable to giggle, no longer a riot.
Happy New Year to all and to all a good diet!

Joined a self-help group, packed, and left in a whiz,
Demanding from now on her title was Ms.
And as for the gifts, why, he'd never had a notion
That making a choice could cause so much commotion.
Nothing of leather, nothing of fur,
Which meant nothing for him. And nothing for her.
Nothing that might be construed to pollute.
Nothing to aim, Nothing to shoot.
Nothing that clamoured or made lots of noise.
Nothing for just girls, or just for the boys.
Nothing that claimed to be gender specific.
Nothing that's warlike or non-pacifistic.
No candy or sweets...they were bad for the tooth.
Nothing that seemed to embellish a truth.
And fairy tales, while not yet forbidden,
Were like Ken and Barbie, better off hidden.
For they raised the hackles of those psychological
Who claimed the only good gift was one ecological.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders

A gift that would satisfy, with no indecision,
Each group of people, every religion;
Every ethnicity, every hue,
\Everyone, everywhere...even you.
So here is that gift, it's price beyond worth…
May you and your loved ones, enjoy peace on Earth.
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AND THE CORRECT ANSWERS ARE
ROUND ONE: THE PARTY
1. a. It grew out of the sense of ‘apartness’, i.e. people
gathered together for a specific reason (hunting,
shooting, dancing). ‘To party’ didn’t arrive until 1922.

15. a. Guinea pigs provide a high-protein food source. A
painting of the Last Supper in the cathedral in Cuzco
shows Christ and his Disciples dining on guinea pig.

2. c. In 2006 engineers also reported unlikely objects
inside the copiers, including a sleeping cat, a snake, a
kitchen knife, a sausage roll and a cheque for £6,000.

16. b. Potato flowers look like deadly nightshade, so in
the 18th Century the plant was thought to be highly
poisonous. Marie Antoinette helped persuade the
public otherwise by wearing potato flowers in her hair.

3. b. The word deipnophobia comes from the Greek
deipno meaning ‘dinner’.

17. b. Riders on the Tour need to eat 6,000 calories a
day.

4. a. The first laugh of a Navajo baby signifies the
moment it becomes fully human. The party is thrown
by the person who made the child giggle.

18. c. Nearly 80 per cent of the three million Jelly
Babies eaten each week are decapitated first. Women
who have children are more inclined to bite off the
heads, while those who are childless eat them whole.

5. c. The G-Spot was nearly named after Beverley
Whipple, who is credited with discovering it, but she
named it after German gynaecologist Ernst Grafenberg.

19. c. The new name came from a Victorian sci-fi novel
in which people called the Vril-Ya ate a magic fluid
called Vril. ‘Bovril’ combined the Latin for cow (bos)
with Vril.

6. a. The Conga, brought from Africa to the West
Indies sugar plantations, was banned in the Thirties
because of its reliance on ‘immoral gestures’.

20. a. A 2009 study found an average kebab has 98 per
cent of the recommended daily salt quota and 1,000
calories.

7. b. Dance marathons were a craze in America in the
inter-war years. In 1923 a man named Homer
Moorehouse dropped dead after dancing for 87 hours
non-stop, but it wasn’t until 1933 that legislators acted.

ROUND THREE: FAME
21. a. It’s only a mild electric current but it keeps the
birds off and stops snow piling up on the statue’s head.

8. a. The hand jive was invented in the Fifties at the
Cat’s Whiskers club in Soho, which was so small there
was only room for hand movements.

22. b. The creator of Sherlock Holmes was a keen
sportsman, and one of the first people outside
Scandinavia to ski.

9. c. Once a year, on August 22, the prince invites the
whole country to a party at his house, which can sleep
900.

23. b. Wayne claimed he won Lassie from his trainer,
Rudd Weatherwax, but gave the dog back.

10. b. He had drunk so much he’d developed a rare
medical condition. Thankfully, he recovered. The
Norwegian for a hangover is ‘jeg har tommermen’,
which means, ‘I have carpenters in my head’.

24. c. Peter later wrote: ‘It took me 15 years to discover
I had no talent for writing, but I couldn’t give up
because by that time I was too famous.’

ROUND TWO : FOOD & DRINK
11. c. The 50gm figure is the weight of all the electrons
in the electricity required to make the internet work,

25. a. Richards’ musical career began as a choirboy.
Even more bourgeois, the rather tasty-looking cake on
the cover of Let It Bleed was made by Delia Smith.

assuming 75-100 million servers supporting the
internet, but not including the computers used to
access it.

26. a. All three were 4ft 11ins.

12. b. The Victorians were rightly sceptical about what
their bangers contained, suspecting horse meat and
other unsavoury ingredients.

28. b. Or so says the gossip magazine Confidential.

13. a. Originally a Thai product, it was introduced to
Europe by toothpaste salesman Dietrich Mateschitz.

30. c. Spears spat some gum in the direction of the
paparazzi in 2007, and it ended up online.

27. c. During the 2010 World Cup, 100 staff at a pub
chain changed their names to Wayne Rooney.
29. c. The Earl of Leicester noted: ‘We were fain to send
to London to get beer weak enough for her Majesty.’

14. b. There are more than 5,700 Heinz products,
despite Henry Heinz’s ‘57 varieties’ slogan.
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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Memories / Archives / Souvenirs
Our second season is now over and I thought that some of you might want to have or
keep records of our newsletters.
So, every year I will create a compilation of our newsletters on a DVD format,
compatible with PCs and Macs and for good measure, I will probably throw in a few
bonuses or surprises (nothing salty of course).
If interested, send me an email. Cost will be $10.00 (shipping and handling included).

TRIVIA
During the 1914 Christmas truce, the German troops
put up a sign that read: Gott mitt uns

God with us .

A cheeky British sign in response read: We got mittens, too
The Ontario Guzzi Riders
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